
PRACTICE 2
Propositions



A journalist killed in Northern Ireland

? Is the UK on the verge of becoming a disunited kingdom?

1. (Dis)unity within the UK

– Brexit: highly divisive → trouble in Ireland (ongoing: flag protests in 2013) and 

Scotland (planning on holding a new referendum on independence)

– BUT in 2015, Irish people not likely to approve of a return to violent methods 

according to a vocal critic of Sinn Fein.

– Fractured political landscape: divisions both within the Labour and the 

Conservative Parties (Cabinet members resigning in waves, Independent Group 

created in March, Brexit Party poised to be the great winner in the European 

election)

Transition: translates on a political level too.



2. Economic (dis)unity

– Inequalities between the various regions in England (reflected in the Brexit 

vote: London v. rest of the country, North v. South-East of the country) → myth

of the white working class.

– Brexit vote lost on economic grounds (Farage’s now debunked claim about the 

money sent to the EU – cf Brexit buses)

Transition: economic disparities translate on a social level too



3. Social (dis)unity

– Housing and transportation mentioned: housing scandals: Grenfell Tower fire 

in 2017. “Rabbit hutch” Britain (Labour phrase to describe the conversion of 

office blocks into housing introduced in 2011). Scandal about the separated 

playground forbidden to social-housing tenants created by a developer in 

London.

(Nimbyism (Not-in-my-backyard))

– Budget cuts harming social-service recipients (esp. NHS)

– BUT some federating causes like the environment: greater causes than the UK 

(cf Extinction Rebellion protests) are bringing people together.

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/apr/27/why-labour-is-right-to-speak-out-on-rabbit-hutch-britain
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/mar/26/why-cant-they-come-and-play-housing-segregation-in-london


■ Conclusion

– Britain is in a tight spot however this divisions are not new (the Troubles, not 

the first referendum on Scottish independence, class is less pregnant is

society than before.

– « Ouverture »: once the Brexit negotiations are over and Brexit has become

effective/been canceled, the country will finally be able to lick its wounds and 

its nations can finally mend their fences.



Posturing in the US-Chinese trade war

? How is the US redefining international relations?

1. Enemies and friends: new developments

– Attacks on traditional allies (Trudeau, the UN: withdrawal from the Human Rights 

Council under Trump’s presidency)

– Reneging on past agreements: denuclearisation treaty with Iran, Paris Agreement

– Forging ties with former enemies:

■ Attempts to secure a denuclearisation deal with North Korea

■ On and off relationships with Russia and China

Transition: transpires through the way its leader communicate



2. New ways of negotiating and communicating

– Increased use of social media (trend set by Obama and further applied by 

Trump: more instantaneous way of communicating)

– Stress laid on using tariffs as leverage both outside and inside the country 

(trade war with China BUT also punitive measure for companies that outsource

like Chrysler, threat to impose 25% tariffs on cars made in Mexico if 

immigration continues)

– Not always steadfast though: tariffs delayed (in May most recently for 6 

months) 

Transition: Erratic behaviour that leads to backlashes



3. Backlashes

– Scandals with China. Lately, China accused of stealing the technology used in 

the American chips of Huawei phones → retaliation: no more American tech in 

Huawei phones + fears that Huawei may sell the data relayed if in charge of 

setting up 5G.

– Iran: since embargoed, decided that they would no longer hold their end of the 

bargain (announced would no longer cap the quantity of heavy water)

– North Korea: not actually committing to anything



■ Conclusion

– The US → undeniably a trend setter, especially so given the country’s

prominence on the economic scene.

– Trump too often erratic→ risk of ruffling the feathers of both former allies and 

enemies and leaving the country in dire straits.


